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NLP Practitioner
for Physiotherapists,

Personal Trainers &Bodywork
Professionals

CertificationGuide

NLP Training•Coaching

Training thatwill transformyour life

Certified by the American Board of Neuro Linguistic
Programming, The American Board of Hypnosis and the
Time Line Therapy®Association.

Are you ready to embark on a inspiring journey of personal
development and learning to gain a toolkit of practical techniques
that enhance your skill set and increase your results?

TrainingDates
Wed 20thNovember to Sun 24thNovember 9.30am - 6pm (1pm start
Wed and 5.30pm finish Sun).
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Welcome
You are reading this because you have a professional and perhaps a
personal objective you are looking to achieve. Youwant tomake
changes and develop the way youwork with others to achieve
better long term results with even themost challenging people.
Youmay be looking to increase your own confidence and
self-awareness too. NLP is a highly effective way of increasing your
skills and effectiveness in both business and personal life and to
increase satisfaction with life overall.

What is NLP
 Amodel of applied psychology that can bringabout

powerful personal and business change.

 A set of techniques developed by observing andmodelling
excellent and effective behaviour and then replicating it.

 A highly pragmatic approach to realising and reaching ourhuman
potential.

 A curiosity about howwe construct our thinking and ourreality
to produce behaviour.

 A usersmanual for themind.
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10 Reasons to trainwith us
1. The training is tailored specifically for professionals who help

others to increase their health, strength and over all wellbeing.
2. Small group training to ensure one to one attention.
3. Immersive and intensive format - giving you the tools totake

your professional and personal life to a whole new level.
4. Attention to detail in design and delivery.
5. Highly interactive - learn the techniques with accuracy andbuild

your confidence
6. Opportunity to refresh your learning in the future forfree

(excepting venue/refreshment costs).
7. Certified trainers committed to your success with yourfull

commitment in return.
8. Flexible payment plans tomakeNLP accessible to asmany

people as possible.
9. Empowerment - participants take charge of their thinking,

learning and life.
10. Continued learning - further training opportunities.

Investment
Aone off very special price of £547 in return for detailedfeedback
£200 deposit secures your place followed by 2 furtherinstallments.

Early booking advised in order to allow plenty of time for
preparation.

TheCourse Format

Pre-course preparation - distance learning
Youwill receive a coursemanual, a book and a set of recordings to
start your learning journey. These will introduce themajor concepts
of NLP. These are accompanied by aworksheet for you to complete
as you go, which will increase your understanding and prime you for
deeper learning at the live training. You do the preparation is done at
your own speed andwe are on hand for support should youwant it.
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Face to face Training
4.5 days of highly practical, inspirational face to face training. The
magic really begins as your learning is intensified and you practice
your new skills in a safe and supportive environment. Youwill also
have the opportunity towork through some of your own limitations
and increase your confidence so you leave feeling assured in your
ability to bring about positive changes using the techniques with your
clients and for yourself too.

Course Content

The Foundations of NLP
 Understanding how themind works.
 Removing limiting and creating empoweringbeliefs.
 Taking charge of your emotional state andfeelings.

What's going on inside
 Exploring howwe represent the world internally using the five

senses and how these representations can influencebehaviour.
 Identify how people represent their world, so you can adaptyour

communication accordingly to increase engagement and
understanding.

 Understanding how eyemovements show informationabout
how someone is thinking.
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Health andHealing
 How to identify and remove a client’s secondary gain sorecovery

can take place.
 Limiting beliefs and the trauma response.
 Helping clients to change habitual thinking and behavioursthat

block their progress or result in repeated injury.
 Changing the way clients think about pain.
 Ways to get clients to take personal responsibility for their

recovery, and long term health.
 Using influential language to increase perception of value of

physiotherapy / sports therapy / personal training etc.

Effective Communication
 Building rapport to create instant connection and deeply with

others.
 Increase your sensitivity to notice the nuances in

communication.
 How to use spoken language, tone and body language toachieve

positive engagementwith anyone.
 Identify your own communication style and how to adapt it.
 How to listen between the lines to get what's not being said.

Mastering Language
 Recognise howwordsmean different things to different people.
 Learn precise and abstract language patterns.
 Questioning techniques that reveal the root of an issue.
 Enhanced conversational skills - get yourmessage understood

and accepted the way you intend it.
 Ways to influence, negotiate and disagree elegantlyand

effectively.
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Explore the building blocks of thinking - Submodalities
 Control and actively use the language of themind in a positive

way.
 Change unhelpful behaviours or emotional responses that

happen in specific contexts - irritation, loss of confidence,
impatience, stop eating certain foods/drinks etc.

 How tomodify dis-empowering beliefs.
 Remove phobia's and the results of past traumatic experience

quickly and easily.

Controlling your state - Anchoring
 How to take control of a state and feeling in any situation.
 How to feel resourceful and conserve energy levelsunder

pressure tomaintain health and wellness.
 Remove client negative states or behaviours and replacewith

positive ones.
 Aprocess to get clients from a stuck state tomoving again.

Remove internal conflicts - Parts Integration
 Remove internal conflicts that keep people stuck and hinder

recovery.
 Increase client’smental alignment so they’re able tomake

decisionsmore easily.
 Increase clients’ energy and inner calm.
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Strategies and our behaviour
 What strategies are and how to utilise them.
 How to discover strategies formotivation, decisionmakingand

being convinced and use themwith clients.
 How to sell effectively with integrity.

Goal setting
 Creating incredibly compelling goals.
 Techniques to support achieving outcomes and goals.
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